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PALpack are European agents for:
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PALpack work with our UK and Irish clients to offer practical, technical advice when
there is a need to automate palletising. With over 25 years' experience in the field, we
are well placed to understand all levels of production, from low-speed, simple
operations, to super high-speed, complex, multi-product manufacturing. We are
agents for top-of-the-range machinery supplied by European manufacturers.

Aftersales
We not only offer a sales service, but work with our clients throughout the process,
so once an order is placed, we continue to work closely both with our clients and
supplier. A PALpack engineer and project manager will be present at the FATs and
we are also closely involved with the installation, with PALpack engineers present
during the final SATs. Once the palletiser is installed, PALpack offer a UK-based
spares and service contract, so that you have the peace of mind to know that should
you need support, we are only a phone call away.

Industries we work with

Food 
& beverage

Pet food Aggregates 
& grain

Chemicals Pharmaceuticals
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Europack invented the rotating beam palletiser.
Often copied by other manufacturers, they are by
far the most experienced supplier of this type of
palletiser. Manufactured using only the highest
quality components such as Siemens and SMC,
these simple and easy-to-use palletisers have an
extremely small footprint, and with prices starting
from as little as €60k, these affordable robots can
fit into most shop floors and budgets.

Rotating beam palletisers
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   Europack has supplied systems for handling and palletising all types of packed
product. The solutions they design for their customers represent the application of
the most advanced end of line technologies.

Rotating beam palletisers supplied by Europack are ideal for factories which are
short on space, whilst still offering all the flexibility and speed of a 4-axis robot
palletiser. Speeds of up to 720 cycles per hour are possible, and so The Winner range
has a machine to suit all budgets.

Similar to energy regeneration systems on many hybrid cars, their Kinetic Energy
Recovery System means that all Europack machines use up to 70% less energy than
conventional robotic palletisers, significantly cutting down on running costs.

Europack palletising models
SCARA WINNER 800 GREEN 660 ÷ 720 cycles/hour
WINNER 600 GREEN 540 ÷ 600 cycles/hour
WINNER 500/ER 420 ÷ 480 cycles/hour
WINNER 500/GR 380 ÷ 450 cycles/hour
WINNER 400/ER 360 ÷ 420 cycles/hour
WINNER 300/ER 300 ÷ 360 cycles/hour
WINNER 250/ER 240 ÷ 300 cycles/hour



VAI has designed, produced and supplied automatic and
semi-automatic packaging machines for more than 40
years, with an extremely skilled team of professional
specialized in the packaging sector.

They offer highly reliable solutions, with machines that
are used for decades. Their packaging machines are
made bespoke to customer requirements, paying
attention to the design, test and quality checking
phases of the development of each custom machine.

Custom automatic and semi-automatic sack filling
systems can integrate additional devices such as
scales, vibrating feeders, conveyors and printing. Bag
sealing technology will be chosen in accordance with
the bag type and product, whether it's grains, pellets or
aggregates.
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Working as a sister company to our palletiser
supplier, Europack, VAI is an Italian machinery
supplier who has developed a wide product
portfolio, including:

Semiautomatic lines to weigh and fill open
mouth bags
Automatic weighing systems “weigh & loss”
Automatic weighing systems “net weight”
Automatic checkweighers for big dimension
bags
VFFS packing machines from flat bobbin
FFS baling machines from flat bobbin
Automatic lines for packing and palletising
Special solutions for industrial packaging

Sack filling



The cartesian palletiser from Lita is a conventional palletising system that uses three
linear axes, these are servo-driven. The fourth of the rotational axes is also servo-
driven, and is for the gripper to allow rotation of the pack. Typically, these machines
will allow production rates of up to 20 packs per minute.

Much quicker than standard palletisers, Lita's layer palletisers are used in high speed
application of up to 60 packs per minute. Handling shrink-wrapped packs, cases,
trays and containers, Lita layer palletisers are installed in many UK sites, especially in
the bottling and canning industries.

Lita is one of the world’s most experienced
and established manufacturers of
automatic palletisers. Started in 1962, they
are still a family-owned company. 

They specialise in conventional medium to
high-paced palletisers including Cartesian
palletisers, layer palletisers and de-
palletisers, as well as pallet de-stackers and
layer card applicators.

Cartesian palletisers
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Lita are also world-renowned for their layer de-
palletising systems, and are extremely well
known in the UK bottling and canning industry.
With multiple UK installations and hundreds of
machines installed worldwide, it is safe to say
that Lita have palletised and handled just about
every possible pack type.

De-palletisers

Layer palletisers

Traditionally difficult to handle packs are much
easier to handle on these machines because no
gripper is required to pick and move the packs.


